Basic definitions and properties.
A Baire space is a space in which every countable intersection of dense open subsets is dense. It can also be defined as a space such that every nonempty open subspace is of second category. The usual definition of a space of first category is one which can be written as a countable union of nowhere dense subsets (i.e., subsets whose closures have no interior points). A space is of second category then if it is not of first category. Also second category spaces can be characterized as spaces in which every countable intersection of dense open subsets is nonempty.
We now Hst a few of the properties which the Baire space concept enjoys. Of course the Baire Category Theorem gives a sufficient condition for a space to be a Baire space. That is, every complete metric space is a Baire space. Also every locally compact Hausdorff space is a Baire space. Clearly every nonempty open subspace of a Baire space is a Baire space. In fact a space is a Baire space if and only if every point has a neighborhood which is a Baire space. A useful property of Baire spaces is that every space which contains a dense Baire subspace is a Baire space.
The question as to which products of Baire spaces are Baire spaces has been a difficult one. There have been very few different examples 134 ROBERT A. McCOY discovered of Baire spaces whose product with itself is not a Baire space (see [9] and [6] ). In §3, we shall be interested in having X ω be a Baire space. This then will be the case for most known Baire spaces X. In fact it will always be true that X ω is a Baire space if X is a Baire space having a countable base. On the otherhand if X ω is a Baire space, then X will always be a Baire space, since an open continuous image of a Baire space is a Baire space. A thorough investigation of the properties of Baire spaces can be found in [5] .
When working with hyperspaces, we shall use the notation and terminology in [7] . Briefly, if X is a topological space with topology 3Γ, 2 X denotes the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X and ^(X) denotes the set of all nonempty compact subsets of X If U i9
, U n are subsets of X, then <£/".. , and A n Ui ^ 0 for each f = 1, , n\ .
The finite topology (or Vietoris topology) on 2 X , denoted by 2*, is the topology generated by the base The topology S' c on %{X) is the topology generated by the base $ c = {<!/" , U n ) Π <g(X) I Ui G F 9 i = 1, , n}. It is easy to see that <G(X) is a dense subspace of 2 X for Γ r spaces X If X is a Γ r space, then the natural map from X into 2 X which takes each x onto the element {x} of 2* is a closed embedding. Also if X is a 7V space, so is 2*. An investigation of the properties of hyperspaces can be found in [7] . Two such very basic properties which we shall implicityly use are the following. <l/ 1 , ,t/ n >C<V 1 , ,V m > if and only if UΓ-i U t C U?>, V i and for each V } there exists a ty such that U L CVr, and C\{(U U , U n )) = (U u , ί/ n > (where C1U and C7 both denote the closure of U).
We shall occasionally be concerned with quasi-regular spaces, that is, spaces such that every nonempty open set contains a closed subset with nonempty interior. It is not difficult to see that if X is quasiregular, then 2 X and ^(X) are quasi-regular.
Characterizations of Baire spaces.
In §3, we shall need ways of looking at Baire spaces other than our definition. In this section, we establish the needed characterizations.
Let X be an arbitrary topological space. By a pseudo-base for X is meant a collection of nonempty open subsets of X such that each nonempty open subset of X contains a member of this collection.
Let 5δ be a pseudo-base for X, Define S(X, 38) = {/: 3δ -> 9t \f(U) C U for every U G 3δ}, and
If U E m and /, g e 5(X, B) or Jί5(X, 38), define
[L7,/,g], = g(l/), and for i > 1,
The following theorem can be found in [5] , and similar theorems can be found in [6] (ii) 77zere ex/sίs α pseudo-base Sδ /or X ,swc/ι that for every f G 5(X, Sδ), ίΛ^r^ ejc/5ί5 α [7 G Sδ and g G S(X, Sδ) (iii) For every pseudo-base $β for X and every f G S(X, Sδ), [/GSδ and gES(X^) such that Π7-ι[U 9 f,g] ι j£0.
The characterization which we actually use in the next section is given in the following theorem. THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a quasi-regular space, and let 38 be a pseudo-base for X. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) X is a Baire space.
(ii) For every UEB and f E S(X,S3), there exists g G #S(X, S3) such that nr-i[l/,/,g]i^0.
(iii) For every UE@ and /Gl?S(X, S3), there exists g E RS(X 9 3S) such that Π7=, [t/,/,g],^0.
(iv) For every U E 3$ and f E RS(X, S3), there exists g E S(X,S3) such that n7-ΛU,f,glέ0.
Proof For every t/efl5, /,?eS(X,») with f(U)?U and g(U)CU, define /; g G £S(X, S3) as follows. Since X is quasi-regular, for every V6«, there exists
To see that (i) imples (ii), suppose that (ii) does not hold. Then there exists U E 53 and / G S(X, S3) such that for every g G #S(X, S3), nΐ=ί[UJ,gl =0. Let g be an arbitrary element of S(X,$l We may assume without loss of generality that f(U)^U and g(U)C U. Now nr=,[l/,/,gL = nΓ=i[t/,/,gL =0, so that X cannot be a Baire space by Theorem 2.1.
Clearly (ii) implies (iii) and (iii) implies (iv), so that it remains to show that (iv) implies (i). Suppose X is not a Baire space. Then there exists ί / ε « and /G5(X,S8) such that for every gG5(X, S3), Just as Theorem 2.1 has Theorem 2.2 as an analog for spaces of second category, Theorem 2.3 has its analog for spaces of second category, which we shall not state since it can easily be induced.
Applications to hyperspaces.
First we establish that for a Γ r space X, if the hyperspace of X is a Baire space, then X must be a Baire space. Since the following two theorems have essentially the same proofs, we only give the proof for the second theorem. Proof. Suppose that X is not a Baire space. Then there exists an open U in X and a sequence {C/J of dense open subsets of X such that U n (n Γ-i U t ) = 0. Let G = <[/>, and for each i, let G, = (l//>. To see that each G, is dense in 2 X , let (Vι, -9 V n ) be an element of m x . Now each VJΠί/,^0 for / = 1, ,n. So let x, EVjΓiUi for each such j, and let A ={JC,, ,jc n }. Since X is a Γ Γ space, A E 2 X . Also A is easily seen to be in G, ? Π (V x , , V n ), so that each G, is dense in 2 X . Finally, it is clear that G Π (Π 7=i G, ) = 0, so that 2* could not be a Baire space. COROLLARY 
IfXis a first category space, then so is ^(X). If in addition X is a T r space, then 2
X is a first category T r space.
The Γj-space hypothesis in Theorem 3.2 cannot be omitted since the space of natural numbers, N, with the topology consisting of right rays is a space of first category, while 2 N has the indiscrete topology, so is a Baire space. Note that this is also an example of a space X such that 2 X is quasi-regular, but X is not quasi-regular. Before examining the converses of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, we wish to introduce a new space. Let X ω denote the Cartesian product of a countably infinite number of copies of X. Instead of putting the usual product topology on X ω , we shall need to consider a topology if* on X ω which lies strictly between the product topology and the box topology.
Finally, let 5"* be the topology on X ω generated by 35*. It is easy to see that open continuous functions preserve Baίre spaces and spaces of second category (see [4] ). The next lemma then follows from Lemma 3.5.
LEMMA 3.6. // (X ω , 2Γ*) is a Baire space (space of second category, respectively), then X is a Baire space (space of second category, respectively).
A modification of the proofs of 2.5 and 2.6 in [9] establishes the following fact. LEMMA 
// X is a Baire space (space of second category, respectively) having a countable pseudo-base, then (X ω ,β*) is a Baire space (pace of second category, respectively).
We now introduce some notation which will be used in the proof of the next two theorems. We shall be working with the three spaces (XVT*), (2 X ,2^), and (<€(X),?Γ C ) having bases $*,$*, and ® c ,
, which is an element of 33*, and define
which is an element of ST. On the other hand if 
Also for each n > 1, ,C/^)), so that m(l)Sm(2)^ , and for each / = l, ,m(n), Ur l CU n t . Let i be a fixed positive integer. If there exists an n such that i^m(n), let n(/) be the smallest such n. In this case, for each j = n(i) y n(i) + 1, , let a[^A Π U\. Otherwise, for each j = 1,2, , let a[ E A Π(UT^ U{). In either case, since A is compact, {a\ \j = 1,2, •} has a cluster point, say a h Now letting i vary, this defines the point (a t ) E X ω . It can be seen that (α ( ) E ΠΓ=i [{/,/, g*] f , so that (X ω , &*) must be a Baire space by Theorem 2.3 again. We might observe that when X is a quasi-regular space, Theorem 3.1 now follows from Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.6.
Using Theorem 3.10, we can now obtain an example of a metric Baire space K such that ^(K) is not a Baire space. In [9], Oxtoby gave an example of a Baire space whose square is not a Baire space. This space unfortunately needs the continuum hypothesis in its construction. Later in [6] , Krom constructed a new space K from Oxtoby's example which is a metric Baire space whose square is not a Baire space. Now if X 2 is not a Baire space, it is easy to see by a modification of Lemma 3.6 that (X ω , 5"*) is not a Baire space. Thus by Theorem 3.10, ^(K) is not a Baire space.
It would be of interest to know whether 2 K is a Baire space, where K is Krom's example discussed above. One is tempted to try to answer this by investigating the relationship between 2 X and ^(X) in terms of being a Baire space. First, since any extension of a Baire space is a Baire space, we immediately get the following. THEOREM 3.11. // ^(X) is a Baire space, then so is 2*.
On the other hand, Aarts and Lutzer in [1] gave a test to determine when a dense subspace of a Baire space is a Baire space. A modification of this theorem (see [5] ) is that if X is a dense subspace of the Baire space y, then X is a Baire space if and only if every somewhere dense G δ -subset of Y intersects X (a set being somewhere dense if its closure has nonempty interior). Therefore, as partial converse of Theorem 3.11, we have the following. However, the full converse of Theorem 3.9 is false, as we shall now extablish. Let P be a dense Baire subspace of the irrationals with the usual metric topology having the property that every compact subset has an isolated point (see for example [1] , example 2.4; or [5] , Theorem 2.6). Let $ be the set of all intervals in P having rational end points and diameter less than one. <€{P) = 0, so that <g(P) must be of first category. Note also that Πn=\G n is a dense G δ -subset of 2 P . Finally since P is second countable, 2 P will be a Baire space by Corollary 3.9.
For the final two theorems, we shall be concerned with two properties closely related to Baire spaces -Baire spaces in the strong sense and pseudo-complete spaces.
A space X is called a Baire space in the strong sense (or totally non-meagre space) provided that every nonempty closed subspace of X is of second category. This turns out to be equivalent to the property that every nonempty closed subspace is a Baire space. Discussions of Baire spaces in the strong sense can be found in [3] and U i+ι C U i9 then Π Γ=i U^0. It is not difficult to see that every pseudo-complete space is a Baire space. Properties of pseudo-complete spaces can be found in [9] and [1] . One such interesting property of pseudo-complete spaces (found in the latter reference) is that for a metric space X, X is pseudo-complete if and only if it has a dense completely metrizable subspace. THEOREM 3.14. If X is pseudo-complete, then so is 2 X .
Proof. Let {53,} be a sequence of pseudo-bases for X such that if for each i = 1,2, , [/ f G % and U i+ι C U h then Π Γ=i C/ f φ 0. For each ί, let 38f = {<[/,, , l/ π ')| [/,, ••-,[/"£ 98 f }, which is a pseudo-base for 2*. Now for each i, let G f =<t/{, , C/^e^f such that G i+1 C G/. We may assume that n(l)^ π(2)^ , and that for each ί, U) +ί C U) for / = l, ,n(ί). Also we know for each / that U^U'ΐ'CΌ^lU).
Let n(0)=l. For each nonnegative integer k such that n(k)< n(k + 1) and each integer / such that n(k)<jn (k + 1), choose jt; E ΠΓ=*+i ί/}. Let L = °° if lim^ooW(/c) is infinite, and let L = 1 + lim k _*oott(fc) if lίm^oon()t) is finite. Then define A = {jc y 11 ^j < L}. NowΛ G d for every i, so that Λ G G ί+1 CG, for every i. Therefore A G ΠΓ=i G,, so that 2* is pseudo-complete.
The converse of Theorem 3.14 is easily seen to be false since the space N of natural numbers with the right ray topology is not quasiregular, while 2 X has the indiscrete topology and is hence pseudocomplete.
